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PRESIDENT’S CORNER

H

Ernest J. Jones, MD
ello, my fellow colleagues. As

conference and a great chance to

I sit and write to you one final

learn and network with other chap-

time as your President, I am

ters. In July, I represented the Tennessee

forced to reflect on this past year. It has

Academy at the AAFP’s National Con-

been a wonderful ride, representing you

ference of Family Medicine Residents

as your President. I have enjoyed every

and Medical Students. I am happy to

minute of it. As this October approaches,

report that Tennessee was well repre-

I am looking forward to turning the reins

sented with residents and students.

over to another capable member, Doctor

Many participated in the meetings and

Walter Fletcher.

reference committees including being on

Looking back over the year, we had

some of the reference committees. Our

a very successful Practice Enhancement

booth saw many participants requesting

Seminar in February. Well represented

information on our Tar Wars Program in

and attended, it seems like each year the

Tennessee. Cathy is doing a great job in

program gets better and better. In May,

spearheading our program. In August,

I represented the Tennessee Academy in

I represented the Tennessee Academy at

Kansas City at the AAFP’s Annual Chapter

the Southeastern Family Medicine Forum

Leader Forum (ACLF)—a very informative

in New Orleans-another great program.

I am looking forward to our Annual
Meeting in Gatlinburg October 24–28 of
this year. We have a great program schedule and many ATTABOYS to the Annual
Assembly Program Committee. Looking
forward to seeing each of you there. There
are many changes and challenges to the
practice of medicine and it seems each day
brings new ones. It behooves each of us to
remain abreast of these changes and what
I call “the intrusions” in the practice of
medicine. The ALPHABET SOUP is upon
us, telling and even dictating the who,
what, when, where, and how of medicine.
Let us remain active and not stick our heads
in the sand. Become active and vocal for
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something for which we sacrificed so much
time and effort and worked so hard to
attain. In all, let us not forget our patients.
To me, they mean so much as patients
and more so as friends. We can still bring
hope and joy into their lives. We must all
work to improve the Society of Medicine.
This year continues to move rapidly.
Again, October will soon be here. I am
encouraging each of you to get active and/
or remain active. If you know someone
who is not a member, encourage them to
join. We are all from different backgrounds,
but in the “melting pot,” we all become
one, and the more, the merrier. If you are a
member and not participating, by all means
do so. There are opportunities to serve on
committees there is service as a Delegate
or Alternate Delegate to our TNAFP Congress of Delegates from your District and
service as a Director or Alternate Director
for your District on the TNAFP Board of
Directors. We need you. GET ACTIVE.
Yours truly,
Ernest J. Jones, MD, MS, FAAFP
Carthage
President
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TNAFP PRACTICE
OPPORTUNITIES

• Locum Tenens Sought: Seeking short-term Locum
Tenens positions in Urgent Care, EDs or office practice.
Dale C. Betterton, MD, FAAFP, ABFM, BLS, PALS,
ATLS, ALSO. dcbetterton@gmail.com or 865-207-9011.
• West Tennessee Healthcare is seeking BE/BC
physician for a new clinic opportunity in Lexington,
TN. Outstanding sub-specialty backup and top notch
Hospitalist support. Part of a large not-for-profit health-

If you are looking for a partner or a practice location, send

care system with Jackson Madison County General

information, preferably by email as an MS Word attachment, to

Hospital. Geographically, Lexington is located midway

tnafp@bellsouth.net, or by mail to Tennessee AFP, 212 Overlook

between Memphis and Nashville. We have an excellent

Circle, Suite 201, Brentwood, TN 37027, or by fax to 615-370-

school system. There are abundant opportunities for

5199. Information for practice opportunities will be accepted

outdoor recreation within the county including several

only from TNAFP members and will be placed in the Tennessee

lakes suitable for boating and fishing and access to

Family Physician at no charge. You are required to include your

Natchez Trace State Park. Salary plus WRVU produc-

name, address and/or telephone number and/or fax number

tion and competitive benefit package offered. Recruit-

and/or email address, as contact concerning opportunities will

ing incentives include a sign-on bonus or educational

be made directly between interested parties and not through

stipend, relocation, and up to $90k over three years in

the Tennessee AFP. Information will be placed in four (4)

student loan repayment. If you are interested, please

editions, unless the Tennessee AFP is notified otherwise.

contact Leah Gilliam, M.D. Cell number: 731-614-7957.

Deadline for the next issue (Winter 2016) is October 7.

Email (preferred): drleahgilliam@gmail.com.
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EDITORIAL
Kim Howerton, M.D.

We Aren’t Going to
Take It Anymore!

A

mericans have reached their

never quiet. Our hectic schedules drain

and sat at His feet and listened. She

limit. We can no longer tolerate

our emotional reserve and reduce our

quietly spent time with Him. Busy Martha

people from other countries

patience with others. The overwhelming

became angry and complained. She even

pace steals our joy and energy.

asked Jesus to reprimand or possibly

who terrorize America. We can no longer
tolerate people who illegally cross our

We have only enough energy to satisfy

punish her own sister! Early evidence

borders, take away jobs and benefit from

our individual needs. We talk in 140

our country’s resources. We are tired of

characters or less. We snap our opinions

Another part of my early morning

young people who look like possible crim-

and never listen to others. We don’t give

routine is to read emails. Every Monday

inals. We are tired of police who over-exert

people a chance to talk. We do not know

morning, I eagerly open John O’Leary’s

their power and force. We are tired of

the sound of their voices. If we would

Live Inspired Monday Motivation email.

people who insist that we acknowledge a

pause to listen, we would recognize that

John O’Leary was the keynote speaker at

different definition of marriage. Americans

the spoken word provides a deeper mean-

the 2014 AAFP Annual Leadership Forum.

have reached their limit and we aren’t

ing and a human face to the flat 2-D words

As usual, the speech was time to sit down,

going to take it anymore! If our laws won’t

on a phone or computer screen. Dehuman-

catch up on office messages, drink some

protect us, we must protect ourselves!

izing our neighbor leads to intolerance.

coffee, listen and just be a great multi-

I pray that these words rattle your soul.

Although the source of our anger and

of how a hurried life leads to anger.

tasker. However, he unexpectedly caught

Our country is on the edge of a revolu-

intolerance is multi-faceted, the solution

my attention and I stopped everything

tion. We are hostile and intolerant. We

to our problem is actually very simple.

else that I was doing. I listened. I was

hate instead of love. We shout instead of

We need to be still. We need to be thank-

still for the first time during the meeting.

listening. We settle conflicts with violence.

ful. We need to celebrate our differences.

We are killing our brothers and sisters.
We are acting like we are toddlers. We

Before anyone in my house wakes, I

At age nine, while playing with
gasoline and matches, John was burned

begin my day at 4:00 a.m. with a cup of

over 100% of his body. Physicians gave

are exhausted, and as most over-stimulated

coffee and my Bible. Also, recently I have

him a 1% chance of living. He spent five

and tired 2 year olds, we are pitching a fit.

been reading Joyce Meyer’s commentary

months in the hospital, endured several

We are flailing our arms and feet. We are

on the scriptures. After an extremely emo-

surgeries and excruciating therapies, and

screaming and demanding to get our way.

tionally draining two weeks of political

learned how to walk, write and care for

Sadly, our flailing arms and hands have

conventions, reports of mass killings

his basic needs again. For several years,

guns in them. Our feet are kicking people

and our own family’s illness, I opened to

he tried to return to “normal life” and

on the ground. We are indiscriminatingly

the story of Mary and Martha. Martha

pretend that nothing happened. However,

lashing out. We are melting down.

invited Jesus into her home. Outwardly,

his parents felt compelled to share the

she was polite and kind with her invita-

story and their appreciation for everyone

tion. However, she ignored Jesus when

who played a role in John’s survival. They

He arrived. She would not stop cleaning

wrote a book about the trauma and the

stant stimulation is the sand in our oyster

and preparing the meal. She wouldn’t even

long road to recovery. After the book was

shell. Our world never slows down and

take the time to listen to Jesus. Conversely,

published, John finally embraced his story

we never have silence. Our minds are

Mary forgot all of the unfinished tasks

and began to share it with others. He

How did we get to this point? How
do we change?
The answers are not simple, but con-
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says that he shares his life lesions “as an

It’s made me a better husband, father, son,

invitation for you to choose to wake up

friend, and leader. In every interaction I

we thought in the heat of the moment.
“No, what we actually need is to listen,

to the fullness of your life, to embrace

remind myself of the words and the truth:

not with a desire to respond, but with a

the amazing gift of each moment, and to

“I love you. And there is nothing you can

heart to understand. What we should

celebrate the joy of your inspired life!”
His story touched my heart and I

do about.” It has avoided unnecessary

aspire to is to meet anger and resentment

arguments in my marriage, softened my

with forgiveness and love. What we ought

joined his network. Generally, I do not

response to mistakes others make, lead to

to strive for is not to yell louder, but to

seek to fill my inbox with more things

incredible opportunities professionally,

walk away taller. And in a global com-

to read. I can’t explain why John’s story

and diminished feelings of animosity

munity as fractured, negative, and fear-

touched me so deeply but I am thankful

while waiting in lines to go through

based as ours, what we must remind

that it did. Each week I pause and reflect

TSA… or to enter a concert hall.

on his words.
The same Monday that I read about

others is that real courage whispers, true

“Space. Frequently in the midst of

boldness apologizes, and love still wins.”

elevating conflict, though, it’s hard to

I pray that we pause long enough to

stay focused on pausing. When someone

hear our neighbor’s voice. I pray that

O’Leary’s Monday Motivation focused

disrespects us, it’s difficult to remind

we will replace our anger, intolerance

on the need to pause and peacefully crush

ourselves we love them… and that there

and violence with a true appreciation

the conflicts that are prevalent in our soci-

is nothing they can do and so the final

of the uniqueness and value of each of

ety. He spoke about a recent article that

solution is to simply walk away. It’s

our brothers and sisters. I pray that we

encouraged people to be bolder and

amazing how the things that set us

are not going to take it anymore.

brasher. Also, the article encouraged

off, given just a little time AND a little

people to be less worried about others

space, are much less significant than

Jesus’ time with Martha and Mary, John

and to fulfill their own desires.
I sat in dismay as I read the details of

Kim Howerton, M.D., Jackson
Co-Editor
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the article. The article offered advice that
is in direct opposition to what Jesus has
commanded us to do. We are to love each
other as we love ourselves. However,
our society has become so hurried and
self-centered that we do not take the
time to care for others.
John’s rebuttal to the current state of
our culture bears repeating in its entirety.
His very simple approach offers a blueprint for change.

“Pause. In the rush to respond, we
frequently react first, think later. The
better approach is to pause and show
patience. Don’t be driven by the rush
to judge or fix or respond or prove or
win. Instead, take a breath. Reflect for
a moment. Pause thoughtfully. Then
considerately respond. In that silence you
may even find the courage and humility
to utter the beautiful word, “Sorry.”
“Love. Several years ago I began
implementing a simple practice that
transformed my relationships. It’s an
expression I say to myself before speaking.
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It only takes one hour of your time to teach
one Tar Wars class in your local classrooms.
Tar Wars is a national pro-health, tobacco-free
education program for 4th and 5th graders to
discourage tobacco use among youth. The program uses a community-based approach and provides an opportunity for health care professionals,
school personnel and community members to
work toward a common goal of discouraging
youth tobacco usage. The Tennessee Academy
coordinates the Tar Wars program in Tennessee.
Please consider teaching Tar Wars in your
local 4th and 5th grade school classrooms! The
2016–2017 Tar Wars Teaching Guides will be
available in September on the Tennessee AFP
website at www.tnafp.org. If you have questions, please contact Cathy Dyer, Tennessee
Tar Wars Coordinator, at the Tennessee AFP
office; Toll Free at 1-800-897-5949; Nashville/
Brentwood calling area at 615-370-5144; Email
at tnafp@bellsouth.net.
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TENNESSEE AFP’S 68TH ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC ASSEMBLY
October 24–28, 2016, Park Vista Doubletree, Gatlinburg
If you have not received your Tennessee AFP Program/
Registration Brochure for this year’s annual meeting, please
notify the Tennessee AFP office so one can be mailed to
you, or you can access and print a copy from the TNAFP
website at www.tnafp.org.
Two options are being offered on Tuesday for additional CME credits:
1. 8:00 a.m.–2:00 p.m.—A Sam Study Group Session on
“Pain Management” is being offered from 8:00 a.m.–
2:00 p.m.—by James D. Holt, M.D., Johnson City
and Gregg Mitchell, M.D., Jackson (approved for 8
prescribed credits)
2. 12:45 p.m.–2:45 p.m.—An Optional Workshop on
“Sports Medicine” is being offered from 12:45 p.m.–
2:45 p.m.—by Daniel Lewis, M.D., CAQSM, Greeneville;
Kenneth Bielak, M.D., Knoxville; G. Chase Wilson,
M.D., Knoxville (approved for 2 prescribed credits)

Please, refer to the program/registration brochure for
more details on these two Tuesday options.
At the end of the scientific sessions on Friday from
11:45 a.m.–1:45 p.m., an “Opioid Prescribing: Safe Practice,
Changing Lives” by Robert Cardarelli, D.O., MPH, FAAFP,
Professor and Chair of Community Medicine at the University of Kentucky College, will be offered. This course will
meet the requirement which was effective July 1, 2014 that
at least two (2) hours every two years of the total required
40 hours specifically must address controlled substance prescribing with inclusion of the Tennessee Clinical Practice
Guidelines for Outpatient Management of Chronic Pain,
to maintain your Tennessee medical license. If you cannot
attend the entire Tennessee AFP Scientific Assembly, you
can register for just the “Opioid Prescribing: Safe Practice,
Changing Lives” at a reduced registration fee. We hope to
see you in Gatlinburg the last week of October!
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SLATE OF NOMINEES FOR 2017 TENNESSEE AFP
OFFICERS & BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PRESIDENT:
Walter Fletcher, M.D., Martin
PRESIDENT-ELECT:
Sherry L. Robbins, M.D., Knoxville
VICE PRESIDENT:
Ty Webb, M.D., Sparta
SECRETARY-TREASURER:
Daniel Lewis, M.D., Greeneville
SPEAKER OF THE CONGRESS:
James D. Holt, M.D., Johnson City
VICE SPEAKER OF THE CONGRESS:
Gregg Mitchell, M.D., Jackson
DELEGATE TO A.A.F.P.:
T. Scott Holder, M.D., Winchester
ALTERNATE DELEGATE TO A.A.F.P.:
B. Alan Wallstedt, M.D., Brentwood
DISTRICT 2
Director:
Gregory Blake, M.D., Knoxville
Alternate Director:
Kenneth Bielak, M.D., Knoxville
DISTRICT 4
Director:
Kenneth Beaty, M.D., Livingston
Alternate Director:
Chris Sewell, M.D., Jamestown
DISTRICT 6
Director:
T. Michael Helton, M.D., Brentwood
Alternate Director:
B. Alan Wallstedt, M.D., Brentwood

DISTRICT 8
Director:
Jerry Wilson, M.D., Milan
Alternate Director:
Jason Goolsby, D.O., Jackson
DISTRICT 10
Director:
O. Lee Berkenstock, M.D., Memphis
Alternate Director:
Raymond Walker, M.D., Bartlett
MINORITIES
Director:
Muneeza Kahn, M.D., Memphis
Alternate Director:
Medhat Kalliny, M.D., Nashville
NEW PHYSICIANS
Director:
Craig Wright, M.D., Brentwood
Alternate Director:
Eve Sprague, D.O., Jackson
WOMEN
Director:
Katherine Hall, M.D., Athens
Alternate Director:
Peggy Sue Brooks, M.D., Kingsport
DISTRICT 11
Residents:
Dustin Temple, M.D., UT Jackson
Heather Walls, M.D., ETSU Kingsport

Resident nominees listed in alphabetical order. The Resident
receiving the largest number of votes at the Tennessee AFP
Congress will serve as Director; and the Resident receiving the
2nd largest number of votes will serve as Alternate Director.
STUDENTS
Board Representative:
Sara McHenry, Johnson City (ETSU)
Alternate Representative:
Bianca Hill, Nashville (Meharry)
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RECAP OF THE
JUNE 11, 2016
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS’
MEETING
• Approved no increase in
Tennessee AFP Active,
Supporting, Inactive or Life
dues for 2017.

Paid Advertisement

• Approved submission of a
resolution to the 2016 AAFP
Congress of Delegates concerning the AAFP Fellow Oath.
• Received dates for the 2017
Tennessee AFP Practice Enhancement Seminar, Board
Meeting and Tennessee Tar
Wars Poster Contest—February
26–27, Embassy Suites Cool
Springs, Franklin.
• Approved contract for the 2018
TNAFP Annual Assembly at the
Park Vista Doubletree Hotel in
Gatlinburg the week of October
29–November 2.
• Selected the recipient of the
2017 John S. Derryberry M.D.,
Distinguished Service Award,
and the 2017 Family Physician
of the Year Award.
• Approved three Bylaws
Amendments to be presented
to the 2016 TNAFP Congress
of Delegates in October to
keep the TNAFP Bylaws compliant with the AAFP Bylaws.
• Discussed build-out options for
Suite 202 owned by the TNAFP
next to the current TNAFP
office of Suite 201, approving
use as a conference/educational room and approved
obtaining drawings and preliminary cost for build-out.

Please contact Cathy at the
TNAFP office for additional
information on any of these items.
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MEMBERS OF THE 2016
TENNESSEE AFP CONGRESS OF DELEGATES
Speaker: Ty Webb, M.D., Sparta
Vice Speaker: Gregg Mitchell, M.D., Jackson
DISTRICT:

DELEGATES:

ALTERNATE DELEGATES:

DISTRICT 1
(John Sevier Chapter)

W. Allan Garrett, M.D., Johnson City
James D. Holt, M.D., Johnson City
Daniel Lewis, M.D., Greeneville

Peggy Sue Brooks, M.D., Kingsport
Beth Anne Fox, M.D., Kingsport
Eric Harman, M.D., Bristol

DISTRICT 2
(Tennessee Valley Chapter)

Kenneth M. Bielak, M.D., Knoxville
G. Anthony Wilson, M.D., Knoxville
G. Chase Wilson, M.D., Knoxville

Gregory Blake, M.D., Knoxville
F. Matt Mihelic, M.D., Farragut
-open-

DISTRICT 3
(Chris Graves Chapter)

William T. Bates, D.O., Cleveland
Leslie C. Griffin, M.D., Lookout Mountain
Allen Sherwood, M.D., Ooltewah

-open-open-open-

DISTRICT 4
(Tom Moore Chapter)

Christopher Sewell, M.D., Jamestown
Rebekah Sprouse, M.D., Carthage
Brent Staton, M.D., Cookeville

Kenneth Beaty, M.D., Livingston
John Clough, M.D., Livingston
Chet Gentry, M.D., Cookeville

DISTRICT 5
(Nathan Bedford Forrest Chapter)

Chris Gafford, M.D., Fayetteville
T. Scott Holder, M.D., Winchester
Jay Michael Trussler, D.O., Manchester

Albert Brandon, D.O., Manchester
Thomas Smith, M.D., Winchester
-open-

DISTRICT 6
(Andrew Jackson Chapter)

Christopher Dunlap, M.D., Murfreesboro
T. Michael Helton, M.D., Brentwood
Craig Wright, M.D., Brentwood

Omar Hamada, M.D., Brentwood
S. Steve Samudrala, M.D., Brentwood
Alan Wallstedt, M.D., Brentwood

DISTRICT 7
(Nathan Bedford Forrest Chapter)

Charles Ball, M.D., Columbia
Belinda Bart, M.D., Columbia
Joseph ‘Joey’ Hensley, M.D., Hohenwald

Shawn N. Gentry, M.D., Columbia
D. Gabriel ‘Gabe’ Polk, D.O., Columbia
Lang Smith, M.D., Columbia

DISTRICT 8
(Forked Deer River Chapter)

Maria Caroline Antique, M.D., Jackson
Kim Howerton, M.D., Jackson
Jason Myatt, M.D., Jackson

Erika Creech, MD., Jackson
Gregg Mitchell, M.D., Jackson
Jerry Wilson, M.D., Milan

DISTRICT 9

John B. Clendenin, M.D., Union City
Selena Dozier, M.D., Rives
Lesa Edwards-Davidson, M.D., Greenfield

Doreen Feldhouse, M.D., Dyersburg
Walter Fletcher, M.D., Martin
Susan S. Lowry, M.D., Martin

DISTRICT 10
(Memphis Chapter)

Ike Emereuwaonu, M.D., Germantown
Joshua Fischer, M.D., Memphis
Wm. MacMillan Rodney, M.D., Memphis

Gregory Laurence, M.D., Germantown
Perry Rothrock, M.D., Cordova
-open-

DISTRICT 11
(Resident Chapter)

Amy Huber, M.D., Kingsport
Ashley Matthews, M.D., Memphis
Oyedotun Oyewole, M.D., Nashville

Benjamin Jones, M.D., Memphis
Harirajan Mani, M.D., Bristol
Dustin Temple, M.D., Jackson
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Proposed Amendments to the Constitution
& Bylaws for Consideration by the 2016
Tennessee AFP Congress of Delegates
Amendment No. 1-2016: APPROVAL OF ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP APPLICATIONS
(To keep the TNAFP Bylaws Compliant with the AAFP Bylaws as required)
Introduced By: Ernest Jones M.D., President, On Behalf of the Tennessee AFP Board of Directors
TO AMEND THE BYLAWS of the Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians in Chapter I, Section 2 (A) 2, by changing the language
to language adopted by the 2015 AAFP Congress of Delegates.
Proposed Changes
ACTIVE
A. Active Members.
2. Application and Approval. Applications for active membership shall be in a form prescribed by the Board.
		 Election to active membership shall be by the Board of directors, or its designee, of such constituent chapter,
		
or in cases in which such member practices or resides where no constituent chapter exists, then by the Board.
		
made by the AAFP Board or its designee.

Amendment No. 2-2016: APPROVAL OF SUPPORTING MEMBERSHIP APPLICATIONS
(To keep the TNAFP Bylaws Compliant with the AAFP Bylaws as required)
Introduced By: Ernest Jones M.D., President, On Behalf of the Tennessee AFP Board of Directors
TO AMEND THE BYLAWS of the Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians in Chapter I, Section 2 (G) 2, by changing the language
to language adopted by the 2015 AAFP Congress of Delegates.
Proposed Changes
SUPPORTING G. Supporting Members.
2. Application and Approval. Applications for supporting membership shall be in a form prescribed by
		 the Board. Election to supporting membership shall be by the Board of directors, or its designee, if such
		
exists, then by the Board. made by the AAFP Board or its designee.

Amendment No. 3-2016: CLARIFICATION OF AAFP’S INITIAL REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF ALL MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATIONS
(To keep the TNAFP Bylaws Compliant with the AAFP Bylaws as required)
Introduced By: Ernest Jones M.D., President, On Behalf of the Tennessee AFP Board of Directors
TO AMEND THE BYLAWS of the Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians in Chapter I, Section 5, by changing the language to
language adopted by the 2015 AAFP Congress of Delegates.
Proposed Changes
ACCEPTANCE Section 5. Acceptance of Membership. Acceptance of membership in the AAFP and the TNAFP shall constitute an
agreement by such member to comply with the Bylaws thereof and to recognize the Board as the sole and only judge of
the right to be or remain a member; provided, however, that if such membership in the AAFP is conferred by virtue of
membership in a constituent chapter in accordance with these Bylaws, the Board of such constituent chapter shall be the
judge of such member’s right to be or remain a member, subject to any applicable right of appeal provided in these Bylaws.

Resolutions for Introduction to the
2016 Tennessee AFP Congress
At the time of publication of this Fall issue of Tennessee Family Physician, no Resolutions for the 2016 Tennessee
Academy of Family Physicians’ Congress of Delegates meeting on Tuesday, October 25, had been received.
Tennessee Academy
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LEADERS ON THE MOVE

2016 OUTSTANDING
GRADUATING STUDENT
AWARD RECIPIENTS

INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS

Congratulations to ETSU Medical Students, Katelin McCall, Hayden
Shafer and Joshua Wienczkowski, who were selected to receive a 2016
Family Medicine Leads Emerging Leader Institute Scholarship. Only
30 total recipients were selected. The FML Emerging Leader Institute
focuses on residents and students who display leadership potential but
may have not served in a leadership role, and focuses on three tracks:
Policy & Public Health Leadership; Personal & Practice Leadership;
and, Philanthropic & Mission-Drive Leadership.
Congratulation to Tennessee AFP member, Kelly Arnold, M.D, Chattanooga, who received the Tennessee Medical Association’s Distinguished
Service Award. Doctor Arnold opened Clinica Medicos in March 2015,
with the clinic being Chattanooga’s first comprehensive bilingual medical
clinic targeting the Latino population.

Oluwatoni “Toni” Aluko, M.D.,
Meharry, Nashville

The Tennessee AFP Board of Directors at their June meeting voted no
increase in active and supporting membership dues for 2016.
Tennessee AFP President, Ernest Jones, M.D., and Cathy Dyer represented the TNAFP at the 2016 AAFP National Conference of Family
Medicine Residents and Medical Students in Kansas City on July 28-30.
Ernest Jones, M.D. (President), Walter Fletcher, M.D. (President-elect),
Scott Holder, M.D. (TNAFP Delegate to the AAFP), Lee Carter, M.D.
(TNAFP Legislative Chair), and Cathy represented the Tennessee AFP at
the 2016 Southeastern Family Medicine Forum, hosted by the Louisiana
Academy of Family Physicians in New Orleans on August 11-13.

Rachel Martin, M.D., UT, Memphis

Reminder: The Tennessee AFP website is located at www.tnafp.org
and offers up-to-date and current information and also links for your
convenience in contacting other useful websites, such as Tennessee
Department of Health, Governor’s TennCare Website, AAFP, CDC,
Tennessee General Assembly and many others.
Like the Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians (TNAFP)
Facebook page!
Mark your 2017 calendar now for the TNAFP Practice Enhancement Seminar, Saturday, February 25 at the Embassy Suites at Cool
Springs, Franklin.
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Ashlee Hurff Arteaga, M.D.,
Vanderbilt, Nashville

RESIDENT CORNER
Jessica MacHue, M.D.

Report from the AAFP National
Conference of Family Medicine
Residents and Medical Students

I

recently had the opportunity to

Native Americans and other disenfran-

Attending this conference helped to

travel to Kansas City, Missouri for

chised groups, LGBTQ people, people

reignite my passion for my field. It also

the American Academy of Family

who live in poverty, and those impacted

allowed me exposure to the process of

Physicians National Conference of Family

by the negative effects of climate change.

advocacy and the opportunities for leader-

Medicine Residents and Medical Students,

Notably, the resident members of the

ship within the Academy. I presented my

where I served as the Delegate for the

AAFP lead the charge for our Academy to

first resolution, served on my first refer-

State of Tennessee in the Resident Con-

develop the first policy statement regard-

ence committee, and voted in my first

gress. This was my second time attending

ing institutional racism among national

congress. I want to express to the resi-

the conference; the first time I was a

medical organizations. The Academy,

dents and students how accessible and

fourth year medical student focused on

because of the work of the resident

inviting this group is, both at a state and

meeting as many residency exhibitors as

leaders, recognized that institutional

national level. All you have to do is ask to

possible and attending the educational

racism negatively impacts the health of

get involved; opportunities are available,

sessions. It was then that I met my current

individuals and marginalized groups and

even if you have no prior experience.

program director and resident colleagues

is working toward its eradication.

who have now become my family medicine

There were multiple resolutions

All the residency programs in Tennessee were in attendance and exhibiting,

family. I remember feeling empowered

focused on improving access to care for

and, actively recruiting students to

and inspired among that group of im-

our patients. These include resolutions

become family physicians in our state.

passioned family physicians who spoke

about improving access to care in

Twenty-eight medical students were

about the future of healthcare in America

immigrant detention facilities, solving

present from all four medical schools in

and my place in it as a future physician.

issues regarding prior authorizations,

Tennessee. Many of them were able to

and promoting “Allow Natural Death”

attend because of the generosity of you,

the other side of the aisle; I spent my time

terminology in end-of-life care. Other

the members of the TNAFP, through

attending congress sessions and serving

issues focused on physician and resident

your donations to the Foundation, and

on a reference committee listening to

wellness, ending the gender wage gap

financial support provided by the

residents present resolutions to shape the

in primary care, preserving osteopathic

Tennessee AFP.

AAFP’s future advocacy efforts. Residents

residencies that are at risk of closing with

from around the country spoke eloquently

the ACGME and AOA merger, improving

family medicine through your financial

and passionately about issues ranging

access for rural training opportunities for

support and mentorship. You have helped

from social determinants of health to

students, and ending the onerous require-

young family medicine leaders emerge to

preserving and growing residency

ment for Step 2 CS and COMLEX 2 PE.

fight for the future of our specialty and

This time around, I participated on

programs around the country.
The Congress of Residents is a group

Once again, I experienced the rush and

Thank you for building the future of

the well-being of the patients we serve.

joy of being surrounded by people who

of socially conscious individuals who

believe in the future of family medicine.

actively promote equality among all

In residency, it is easy to become over-

people. They spoke on issues that affect

whelmed with work hours and notes.

Jessica MacHue, M.D.
TNAFP Resident Board Member
ETSU Kingsport Family Medicine
Residency
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Tennessee AFP at the 2016 AAFP
National Conference of Family Medicine
Residents and Medical Students

O

nce a year, family medicine leaders and educators come

year’s NCFMRMS. Additionally, the TNAFP funded the atten-

from across the nation to share their knowledge with

dance of your Resident Voting Delegate, Jessica MacHue, M.D.,

family medicine residents and medical students at the

Kingsport, ETSU and Student Voting Delegate, Tyler Woodard,

American Academy of Family Physicians’ National Conference

Memphis, UT. The Tennessee Family Medicine Residency Programs,

of Family Medicine Residents & Medical Students (NCFMRMS)

along with the Tennessee AFP, occupied booths in the “Follow

held in Kansas City.

Me to Tennessee” row in the exhibit hall at the conference.

Your Tennessee AFP and Tennessee AFP Foundation provided

(The Tennessee AFP thanks Heather Cavness, UT Jackson

financial support for the attendance of 15 medical student mem-

Family Medicine Residency, for donations of pictures from AAFP

bers from the four medical schools in Tennessee to attend this

National Conference.)

TNAFP President, Doctor Ernest Jones, working the TNAFP Booth

UT Chattanooga Family Medicine
Residency
16 Tennessee Academy
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UT Family Medicine Residency-Nashville

UT St. Francis Family Medicine Residency

UT Knoxville Family Medicine Residency
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Celebrating Tennessee
Tennessee AFP Dessert Reception at 2016 AAFP NCFMRMS

Ernest Jones, M.D., TNAFP President

Reid Blackwelder, M.D., TNAFP and AAFP
Immediate Past President

Gregg Mitchell, M.D., TNAFP Past President

Wanda Filer, M.D., AAFP President

Robert Wergin, M.D., AAFP Board Chair

John Meigs, M.D., AAFP President-elect

Jessica MacHue, M.D., TNAFP Resident
Board Member & Voting Resident Delegate

Tyler Woodard, TNAFP Student Board
Member & Voting Student Delegate

Attendees at the TNAFP Dessert Reception
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The Differences Between Maternal
and Paternal Book Reading to Children
Reading aloud helps children expand their vocabularies, while also building their ability to
think, analyze and ask questions. It can also inspire a love of reading and learning for life.

A

2014 study published in the Journal of Fathering
suggests fathers and mothers may have different
styles of reading to their children and both can
be beneficial for development. In the study, researchers
observed mothers and fathers while the parents were
reading to their children. The study showed mothers asked
their children more factual questions while labeling and
categorizing objects; whereas, fathers used language to talk
about concepts extending beyond the images and wording
in the book.1 When parents use different styles of reading
aloud to their child, they are providing a variety of learning experiences that foster language and cognitive development and can support literacy achievement in later years.2
To promote these positive outcomes, healthcare professionals can provide caregivers tips to make reading time
an enjoyable and educational experience for children.
One way of promoting a child’s speech and language
development while reading aloud involves elaborating on
20 Tennessee Academy
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details written in the children’s book and asking questions
about factual information. In the study observing differences between maternal and paternal book reading,
mothers most often used this style of reading with their
children. For example, parents may ask their children how
many apples they see in a green bucket pictured in the
book.1 Researchers believe engaging children in conversation about factual information from the book may be the
most beneficial for young children who are still expanding their repertoire of language for everyday objects and
concepts.3 Focusing on factual information while reading
aids their ability to understand concrete information.
Parents also help children’s language development
when they integrate conversation beyond the context of
the story. Researchers observed that fathers incorporated
more non-immediate language with complex vocabulary
into storytelling by asking abstract questions to expand
the child’s imaginative thinking and reflection on past

experiences. After reading about a ladder in a story, fathers
often discussed the last time they climbed a ladder; thereby,
encouraging the child to think about what this situation
may have looked like or to reflect upon a previous experience.1 This style of reading may be beneficial for children
with more developed vocabularies and book knowledge,
because it can help them expand their vocabulary by
thinking about contextual questions. When children
analyze questions beyond their immediate environment,
they must engage in more abstract thinking.3
Just as parenting involvement from both mothers and
fathers has a positive influence on a child’s speech and
language skills and cognitive development, both styles of
reading can also be beneficial. An enriching reading experience encourages children to use their imagination and go
beyond the context of the book in some situations, while also
focusing on factual information to practice the skills they’ve
already acquired, such as counting, labeling, and categorizing.
At a well-child visit, physicians can share information
about the benefits of early shared reading. When parents
read to their children, they help in the following ways:
• Build a child’s interest in reading—young children who
show interest in reading may have stronger vocabularies
in preschool and pre-kindergarten than children who
show less interest.4
• Promote emergent literacy skills—the skills or knowledge children develop before they can read or write
themselves. This includes recognizing letters, and
understanding that the print relates to spoken words.
• Enrich vocabularies—children learn the meaning of
new words from the written text in the stories and
from conversations parents bring up while reading.4
• Promote higher scores on language measures later in
childhood—this noticeable improvement can start
very early. A study published in the Journal of Applied
Developmental Psychology found that 12-month-old
infants had more developed language skills when
parents began reading to them at 8 months than others
their age. The earlier parents can begin reading to their
infant, the better their language and literacy outcomes
will be later in childhood.5
While asking about a child’s speech and language
development at a well-child visit, medical professionals
can also offer parents some advice to make reading an
enriching activity:
• Make connections—while you are reading, relate
information to experiences you’ve had, or ask your
child to relate the information to their experiences.
Making connections is a good way to engage in discussion while you read.

• Recast the children’s language—this helps them learn
how to use complete sentences and learn new vocabulary.
• Ask questions—ask what is happening in the pictures or
how they feel about certain characters or events in the
story. Children have the opportunity to reflect and think
about how they would feel in this situation, and this is
a way to practice recognizing and processing emotions.
• Make inferences—for example, if a girl is putting on her
boots and winter coat, it must be cold where she lives.
Making inferences together can help a child come up
with predictions for the story.
• Answer the child’s questions—maybe the child does not
understand a vocabulary word or a part of the storyline.
Answering their questions will make them feel valued and
encourages them to continue learning through reading.6
Parents and caregivers can fit in reading time with
their child each day by either starting or ending the day
with a story.
About Pathways.org
Pathways.org is a
national not-for-profit
dedicated to maximizing
children’s development by
providing free tools and resources for medical professionals and families. Medical professionals can contact
Pathways.org to receive free supplemental materials to
give away at well child visits and parent classes.
For a free package of brochures on child development to
give away to families, please email friends@pathways.org.
[1] Duursma, Elisabeth. “The effects of fathers’ and mothers’
reading to their children on language outcomes of children
participating in early head start in the United States. Father
ing: a journal of theory and research about men as parents.”
2014; 12(3): 283-302.
[2] Duursma, Elisabeth. “Why story time is better when dad’s
reading the book.” The Sydney Morning Herald. 2 Oct 2015.
www.smh.com.au
[3] Reese E, Cox A. “Quality of Adult Book Reading Affects
Children’s Emergent Literacy. Developmental” Psychology.
1999; 35(1):20-28.
[4] Malin, J et al. Low-income minority mothers’ and fathers’
reading and children’s interest: Longitudinal contributions to
children’s receptive vocabulary skills. Early Child Research
Quarterly. 2014; 29(4): 425-432.
[5] Karrass J, Braungart-Rieker J. “Effects of shared-infant book
reading on early language acquisition. Journal of Applied
Developmental” Psychology. 2005; 26(2): 133-148.
[6] Osewalt, Gnny. “6 Tips for Helping Your Child Improve
Reading Comprehension.” Understood. www.understood.org.
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Update from the BME

T

his past April 28-30, I served as

The FSMB is supporting an initiative

This is already having an effect as the

the Delegate from the Tennessee

by the AOA (AACOM) and the AMA

number of pain clinics in Tennessee

Board of Medical Examiners to

(ACGME) to develop a single graduate

has decreased from well over 300 to

the Federation of State Medical Boards

medical education accreditation system

the mid-200s.

(FSMB) Annual Meeting in San Diego.

such that MDs and DOs will be able to

The FSMB as it is called, is made up of 70

train in either program with only one

things allows the Board to issue a

state medical boards, both medical and

“Matching” system. Another important

temporary license of limited duration

osteopathic in all 50 states, D.C., Puerto

issue discussed at the FSMB meeting that

to international medical school gradu-

Rico, the Virgin Islands and other US

we are also dealing with here in Tennessee

ates if they demonstrate clinical com-

territories. It serves as the national

has to do with interprofessional collabo-

petence to the Board. Also, a limited

resource for the state medical boards in

ration. This is not just pertaining to

license can be issued to physicians who

assisting them to promote excellence in

primary care by replacing an expensive

have been out of clinical practice for

medical practice, licensure and regulation.

provider with a less expensive one, but is

an extended time or practicing admin-

broader—addressing issues such as pop-

istrative medicine.

The Keynote speaker was Vice
Admiral Vivek Murthy, our current

ulation health management, community

Surgeon General. Three of the issues he

health programs, access, quality and cost.

is addressing are opioid abuse, mental

Here locally, a current focus topic for

• Public Chapter 1035 among other

• Public Chapter 956 addresses registering as a Medical Spa. Previously, any
physician performing cosmetic surgery,

health access and physician burnout.

the Board is physician reentry to practice.

which has a very broad definition,

During his recent visits to Knoxville and

Two other primary care physicians on the

would have to register as a Medical

Nashville, Dr. Murthy again emphasized

Board and I have been appointed to a task

Spa. Thanks to the efforts of our own

his commitment to these issues.

force to draft and recommend a policy to the

Senator Joey Hensley, his bill, now a

Board outlining possible pathways for physi-

law, will only require registration of a

Meeting was the Interstate Compact,

cians who have been out of clinical practice

physician owned practice if it advertises

developed by state medical boards with the

for a certain length of time to demonstrate

or holds itself out to be a Medical Spa

support from the FSMB and the Council of

or regain competency to resume active clini-

State Governments, which allows licensed

cal practice. Frequently, we receive appli-

• Public Chapter 1002 makes permanent

physicians meeting strict qualifications from

cations from physicians who for various

the Prescription Safety Act. It also,

a member state to be easily licensed in

reasons, including health, family, retirement,

among other things, requires a dis-

another member state. Easing the burdens

working in administration, etc., have not

penser of controlled substances to peri-

of physician mobility will be important as

been treating patients for some time, yet

odically check the database and creates

access issues persist, physician shortages

desire a full license to start practicing again.

a professional duty to check the data-

continue and telemedicine becomes more

Also, since my last update, the 2016

Also discussed at the FSMB Annual

or primarily performs cosmetics services.

base before prescribing to someone

and more widespread as generally you

Legislative Session has ended resulting in

exhibiting drug seeking behavior.

must be licensed in the state where the

a number of new laws affecting medicine.

Finally, I was honored by Governor

patient is located. In 2013, there were an

Several have to do with the opioid crisis

Haslam to be reappointed to the Board

estimated 350,000 telemedicine encounters.

we have here in Tennessee. Below are

for a 5 year term. At our meeting in July,

It is projected to rise to 7 million by 2018.

excerpts of a summary provided at our

I was elected to serve on the Board’s

May meeting:

Development Committee which is tasked

• Public Chapter 912 requires nonresi-

to research and discuss important topics

To be a member state, that particular
state’s legislature must pass a law
incorporating the Compact’s Rules and

dential office-based facilities that pre-

relative to issues pertaining to the Board,

Policies. So far, 17 states have joined the

scribe products containing buprenor-

present the findings and make recommenda-

Compact and several others are in the

phine (Suboxone) to at least 50% of

tions to the full Board for possible action.

process. At this point, Tennessee has not

their patients and to at least 150 patients

begun the process as the Board cannot
introduce legislation; this must come from
our legislature.
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W. Reeves Johnson, Jr., M.D., FAAFP,
Knoxville
Member, Tennessee Board of
Medical Examiners
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